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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Guła’s Theorem is dated 03-04 June 1997. The Fermat’s Last Theorem (FLT) is the famous theorem.
Disproof the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture (2009 Y.) we have on the strength of the Guła’s Theorem.
The Goldbach's Conjecture is one of the oldest and best-known unsolved problems in number theory and all
of mathematics. It states: Every even integer greater than 2 can be expressed as the sum of two primes.
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This is the proof.
DISPROOF T HE BIRCH AND S WINNERTON -DYER CONJECTURE

Mathematicians have always been fascinated by the problem of describing all solutions in whole numbers
to algebraic equations like
Euclid gave the complete solution for that equation, but for more complicated equations this becomes extremely
difficult. Indeed, in 1970 Yu. V. Matiyasevich showed that Hilbert's tenth problem is unsolvable, i.e., there is no
general method for determining when such equations have a solution in whole numbers. But in special cases one
can hope to say something. When the solutions are the points of an abelian variety, the Birch and SwinnertonDyer conjecture asserts that the size of the group of rational points is related to the behavior of an associated zeta
function ζ
near the point
In particular this amazing conjecture asserts that if ζ
is equal to ,
then there are an infinite number of rational points (solutions), and conversely, ζ
is not equal to , then there
is only a finite number of such points.
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This is the disproof.
V.

T HE PROOF O F GOLDBACH ’S CONJECTURE
For all

The key of this proof are two common prime factors
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This is the proof.
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